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But what is necessary is not the extinction of the millionaire
by sociological expedients. What is necessary is such a change
of the public heart that the accumulation of immense wealth
shall be universally regarded as being as shameful as any
other unmentionable sin. Men will then cease to wish for
great, sudden wealth and the motive for mass-production
will be gone. Then we can begin to think of civilization.
§
Do you happen to know Wood River, Ohio? I don't suppose
anyone does. It is a junction of oil pipe-lines. Under a
perpetual stink of mephitic, bluish vapours men there live
in a landscape completely of metal, pipes, tubes, containers,
poles for wires in an endless complexity, rusted and aban-
doned boilers, rusted and abandoned Tin Lizzies, vast piles
of cans. There is not a tree for miles, not a blade of grass.
The caption for the publicity poster of this world centre
runs: "Here Indians roamed, birds nested, flowers grew
before civilization came."
Near Wood River they are enclosing a tract of thirty
square miles to make a State reservation. Because it contains
the only stand of white pine left in the State.
§
You see in that mournful fact certain traces of a return
towards civilization. Even in Perm's State you see it—and
in its largest development. Penn, owned, I think, about
thirty million acres of forest when he landed at New Castle
and was given a twig, a loaf, and a brick in token of seisin
of his province. Then began the massacre of trees as brutal
as the massacre of sea-lions that Hudson the Navigator
initiated—with, of course, the accompanying feature of
the drying-up of water-courses, deterioration of climate and
of soil, extinction of game and of healthy population and
all the rest of the familiar features, so that Pennsylvania
threatened to become as barren as the bills of Greece or
Palestine. By the beginning of this century, of the 30,000,000
acres of woodlands only 20,000 were left standing. To-day
there are again over twelve million acres of forest ground

